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This invention relates to coil support devices, and 
more particularly to reel blocks having expansible man 
drels for engaging the eye of coiled strip material. 
Many processing operations require that coiled strip 

material be supported and either coiled or uncoiled as 
it enters and leaves the processing operation. Reel 
blocks are commonly provided for such coil support. 
These reel blocks are rotatably mounted and normally 
have a mandrel actuated by interacting mechanical cams 
and levers to provide for expansion and contraction there 
of so that the eye of a coil mounted thereon can be 
?rmly gripped when desired and the mandrel can be 
collapsed to allow a coil to be placed on the mandrel 
or removed therefrom when desired. Conventional type 
reel blocks with expanding mandrels are expensive and 
require precision mating parts to achieve the expansion, 
and often require extensive repair and maintenance to 
maintain these parts in good operating condition. 

It is therefore a principal object of this invention to 
provide an improved reel block. 

Still another object of this invention is the provision 
of a reel block having a mandrel which can be easily 
expanded and collapsed by a simple ?uid pressure me 
chani'sm. 
A still further, more particular object of this invention 

is the provision of a reel block having a mandrel formed 
of a plurality of segments which can be easily moved 
to an expanded or contracted position by an in?atable 
pneumatic device. 

Yet another, more general object of this invention is 
the provision of a reel block having relatively simple 
mandrel expanding means that will be relatively main 
tenance-free. 

These and other objects, together with a fuller under 
standing of the invention, will become apparent when 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing in 
which: 
FIGURE 1 is an end elevational view of the device 

of this invention shown in the collapsed condition; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken substantially along 

the plane designated by line 2——2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view, taken substantially along 

the plane designated by the line 3—3 of FIG. 4, and 
showing the device of this invention in the expanded 
condition, and 
FIG. 4 shows a sectional view, taken substantially 

along the plane designated by line 4-4 of FIG. 3. 
Referring now to the drawing, the reel block of this 

invention is shown, and includes a central hollow shaft 
10 which is journalled for rotation by bearings shown 
schematically at 12. Conventional motors, gears and 
brakes are provided (not shown) which, in a conven 
tional manner, control the rotation of the hollow shaft 
10. Three arcuate segments, designated by the refer— 
ence character 14, are circumferentially arranged around 
the shaft 10 to form a cylindrical shell concentric to the 
shaft 10. Each of the segments 14 has an outer, coil 
engaging surface 16, and an inner surface 18. A pair 
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of guideways 2t} and 22 are secured to the shaft 10 and 
slidably engage, respectively, a pair of guide pins 24 
and 26 secured to one of the segments 14. Three hol 
low, annular, elastomer tubes 28 are interposed between 
the shaft 10 and the segments 14. The inner rim of 
each of the elastomer tubes 28 is bonded to the outer 
surface hollow shaft 10, and the outer rim of each of 
the elastomer tubes 28 is bonded to the internal surface 
18 of the segments 14. 
A ?uid conducting pipe 30 extends through the center 

of the shaft 10 and has extending therefrom ?lling 
?ttings 32, each of which communicates with one of the 

' elastomer tube members 28. The ?uid conducting pipe 
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30 is connected through a conventional ?uid coupling 
34 and an on-otf valve 36 to a source of compressed air 
(not shown). The valve 36 is arranged to selectively 
supply compressed air to the tube members 28 to ex 
pand them or to exhaust the air from the members 28 
to allow them to collapse. 

In the preferred embodiment, a plurality of springs 
38 are provided which reside in grooves 40 and inter 
connect the segments 14. The springs are normally in 
tension, which tends to pull the segments 14 together 
into the collapsed position shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
When the valve 36 is in the exhaust position, air will 

be exhausted from the tube members 28 and the springs 
38 will cause the segments 14 to collapse to the position 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. In this position, the segments 
which de?ne a mandrel have an outer circumference of 
a minimum value, and in this position a coil can be 
slipped over the segments if the eye is larger than the 
circumference in the collapsed condition. When the coil 
has been positioned on the mandrel in the collapsed posi 
tion, the valve 36 is switched to connect the compressed 
air to the tubular members 28 which will cause the 
tubular members to in?ate, expanding the segments out 
wardly from the shaft 10 toward the position shown in 
FIGS. 3 and 4. The expansion or movement of the 
segments 14 will continue until the outer surfaces 16 
thereof engage the inner surface of the eye of the coil; 
and, the pressure caused by the compressed air in the 
tube members 28 will cause a ?rm gripping of the coil 
by the segments. The shaft can be rotated on bearings 
12, with the rotation controlled by either the motor or 
the brakes, allowing the coil to be paid off. The guide 
ways 20 and 22 and guide pins 24 and 26 serve to guide 
and locate the segments, and these, together with the 
bonding of the segments and the shaft to the tube mem 
b?r? 28, will insure that the segments rotate with the 
s a‘ t. 

If the reel block is to be used to take up a strip to 
form a coil rather than pay a coil off, the segments are 
maintained in the expanded position as the coiling is 
‘started, with the shaft rotating. When the coiling is 
completed, the valve 36 is moved to a position to allow 
the tube members 28 to de?ate, which will permit the 
wound coil to be removed from the reel block. 
Although one embodiment of this invention has been 

shown and described, various adaptations and modi?ca 
tions may be made without departing from the scope of 
the appended claims. 

I claim: . 

1. A reel block for supporting a coiled strip of ma 
terial comprising, a hollow central shaft, a cylindrical 
shell concentric to said shaft, said shell including a 
plurality of arcuate segments having outer surfaces which 
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form the entire outer surface of the shell and de?ning 
coil engaging means, means mounting said segments 
for movement radially with respect to said shaft, said 
mounting means including means to slidably connect 
at least one of said segments to said shaft, a plurality 
of in?atable elastomer tubes concentrically located on 
said shaft and positioned between said shaft and said 
segments within the axial limits of said shell and dis 
posed to move the segments outwardly radially in unison 
when pressurized with pressure ?uid to cause said coil 
engaging means to engage the inner surface de?ning 
the eye of the coil and permit the segments to move in 
wardly toward the shaft when exhausted of pressure 
?uid to permit movement of the coil on and off the coil 
engaging means, spring means circumferentially disposed 
about said cylindrical shell and positioned in grooves 
located therein for normally urging said segments to 
wards said shaft, and ?uid conducting means extending 
into said shaft-and communicating with said elastorner 
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tubes to selectively provide and exhaust pressure ?uid 
to and from said elastomer tubes. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein the portion 
of said elastomer tubes adjacent the inner surfaces of 
said segments is bonded thereto, and the portion of said 
elastomer tubes adjacent said central shaft is bonded 
thereto. 
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